This note describes a new type of automaton that has been developed at CIS Munich for e cient recognition of phrases in large German corpora. The concept of a constraint-based automaton is tailored to sets of phrases where grammaticality depends on morphological agreement conditions. It incorporates features from three sides: traditional nite state techniques, methods from constraint programming, and, on the implementation side, technology from large-scale electronic dictionaries. We describe the main ideas behind the concept, and we give some experimental results that compare the performance of constraint based automata with Prolog.
Introduction
In computational linguistics, e cient recognition of phrases is an important prerequisite for many ambitious goals, such as, e.g., automated extraction of terminology, part of speech disambiguation, and automated translation. If one wants to recognize a certain well-de ned set of phrases, the question of which type of computational device to use for this task arises. For sets of phrases that are not too complex, as well as for many subtasks of the recognition process, nite state methods are appropriate and favourable because of their e ciency (Gross and Perrin 89; Tapanainen 95; Karttunen 93). However, if very large sets of possibly complex phrases are considered where correct resolution of grammatical structure requires morphological analysis (e.g., verb-argument structure, extraposition of relative clauses etc.), then it is unclear if nite state automata can be used. In principle, of course, agreement constraints and related morphological conditions can be encoded in the transitions of a nite state automaton, as long as a nite number of morphological variants is considered only. However, if we want to recognize a large subset, say, of all German noun phrases, then a suitable nite state automaton would be of an exorbitant size because of the inevitable multiple duplication of transition rules that is caused by the large number of morphological variants. The design and implementation of such a nite state automaton might turn out to be an infeasible task.
In this situation, Prolog is one prominent alternative since it allows for a much more compact representation of grammatical rules. Still, one might ask if current Prolog systems o er an optimal solution. De nitely it would be inappropriate to rely on the uni cation mechanism: typically, we obtain a nite set of possible morphological values for a given word form after lexical analysis. Since logical variables cannot represent disjunctions, we would have to make extensive use of the backtracking mechanism in the recognition process, which leads to poor performance. Constraint-based extensions of Prolog, such as PROLOG III (Colmerauer 90) In this note we describe the notion of a constraint-based automaton. The new concept incorporates characteristic features both from nite state techniques and constraint programming; on the implementation side, look-up technology as it is used for large-scale electronic dictionaries has been integrated. From nite state automata we inherit the linear surface structure of rules and deterministic execution. A special constraint solver, based on arc-consistency techniques (Mackworth 77) , facilitates the control of morphological agreement conditions. An adequate treatment of other linguistic concepts is supported through uni cation. A miniature programming language has been developed and implemented in C for supporting e cient implementation of constraint-based automata. This language comes with a special optimization. A built-in preprocessing step for constraint-based automata extracts a nite state model for deterministic control of the automaton.
Phrase recognition is then organized as a two phase process. In the rst phase, which is entirely based on classical nite state techniques, lexical categories of input words are matched 2 using the deterministic nite state control only. The elimination of uni cation and constraint-solving in this phase, which constitutes a major part of the text analysis, leads to a considerable improvement of the performance. Once an admissible sequence of categories has been found by this ltering process, the relevant subsegment of the input is fully analyzed in the second phase by the constraint-based automaton. Here uni cation and constraint-solving techniques as known from Prolog and CLP are invoked for checking morphological conditions. 1 E.g., using transducers implemented in packed arrays form, look-up rates up to 20,000 words per second are reached on NeXT or Sun for the CISLEX dictionary system (Guenthner and Maier 96; Maier 95 ).
The present work builds up on earlier theoretical investigations on automata with built-in uni cation (Schulz and Gabbay 95) . A long version of the present paper is available (Schulz and Miko lajewski 96) which gives more formal details, provides for a formal model for constraint-based automata, and describes the constraint-solving routine.
Morphological constraints
Entries in electronic full form dictionaries for lexical categories like nouns, determiners, adjectives, verbs etc. are typically equipped with morphological information. This information stores which values of features like number, gender etc. can be associated with a given form of a word. Typically, it is coded in the form of anite set of tuples, each tuple representing one possible combination of values for a xed sequence of features. E.g., the entry for the German determiner \den" in the CISLEX dictionary (Guenthner and Maier 96; Maier 95) Each of the 4 character sequences in bold-face represents one possible quadruple of values for the features case; number; gender; declination-type, on the basis of an encoding that is not relevant here. In the sequel, such a nite sequence of tuples will be called a box of morphological tuples for simplicity. We shall always assume that all tuples of a given box have the same type, which means that their components represent values for the same sequence of features. In a constraint-based automaton, variables may be used to refer to boxes of the form described above. Variables bound to a box value will be called morphological variables. When we use a constraint-based automaton for evaluating a given sequence of input words, the lexical look-up will bind suitable variables of transition rules to the boxes that are associated with the input tokens in the dictionary. Once this instantiation has taken place, morphological variables behave essentially in the same way as the \ nite domain variables" of modern CLP languages (e.g., (Dincbas et al. 88) ).
In order to deal with grammatical agreement conditions, two types of constraints for morphological variables can be used in a constraint-based automaton. Assignment constraints have the form x: B where x is a morphological variable and B is box. Such a constraint may be used to bind x explicitly to B, without any reference to the background dictionary. Coincidence constraints have the form T: x = y. Here x and y are morphological variables and T is a sequence of features, such as, e.g., hgender; numberi. A constraint hgender; numberi: x = y, for example, expresses that the correct values of x and y must agree on gender and number.
If there are several assignment constraints for a variable x, these constraints can be merged to a single one in a straightforward way, intersecting the speci ed boxes. Then the set of constraints constitutes a network of constraints which can be represented in the form of a nite graph. Each vertice is labelled with a pair x: B where x is a morphological variable and B is a box that represents the actual instantiation of x. Arcs are labelled with coincidence constraints. In the following illustration, C i?j stands for the set of coincidence constraints between variables x i and x j . A network of constraints is arc-consistent (Mackworth 77) if each two-node subnet, with variables x i and x j , say, is consistent in the sense that for every value v i of x i there exists a value v j of x j such that v i and v j satisfy all constraints between x i and x j . When running a constraint-based automaton on a given sequence of input tokens, a constraint solving mechanism is applied that maintains in each phase the arc-consistency of the network of morphological constraints. A special-purpose constraint-solver for morphological constraints has been developed that removes inconsistencies in a given two-node subnet. In order to maintain arc-consistency of the whole network we use the algorithm AC 3 (Mackworth 77) . In general this algorithm, well-established in the constraint programming community, has worstcase complexity ed 3 where e denotes the number of variables and d is the cardinality of the largest domain (box) of a variable (Mackworth and Freuder 85) . In our situation d is a constant and the algorithm is linear.
A net is called globally consistent if each selection of valuesṽ for a subsetx of the set of all variables such thatṽ respects all constraints between variables inx can be extended to a global selection of values for all variables such that all constraints in the net are satis ed. It is wellknown that arc-consistency does not necessarily imply global consistency. In particular it might be impossible in an arc-consistent net to choose even one selection of values for the variables that respects all constraints. Nevertheless, since NP-complete algorithms are needed to maintain global consistency, we only maintain arc-consistency.
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When running small and simple automata, the resulting networks are often given by a linearly ordered sequence of variables x 1 ; : : : ; x n where coincidence constraints only concern neighboured variables x i ; x i+1 . In these cases, arc-consistency implies global consistency.
3 States, transition rules and nite state control A constraint-based automaton has the surface structure of an ordinary nite state automaton, which means that it has one start state, a nite number of nal states, and a nite number of transition rules between states. The \states" of a constraintbased automaton, however, may be rather complex objects. We shall now specify the syntactic form of the start state, the nal state and transition rules. In the following description, one formal detail will be postponed for simplicity: in practice, each state and each transition rule is equipped with some additional information that is used for controlling execution of the automaton. The form and the role of this control declaration will be explained below.
Start and nal states of a constraint-based automaton are expressions of the form s; C where s is a Prolog term and C is a nite, possibly empty, sequence of assignment constraints and coincidence constraints.
Lexical transition rules have the form h
Cat (x) ?! t; C where h and t are Prolog terms, Cat is a lexical category, x is a variable, and C is a nite set of assignment constraints and coincidence constraints.
We generally assume that a background dictionary is given with entries of the form w : Cat(B) where w is a (possibly in ected form of a) word, Cat is a lexical category, and B is a box (generalizations for treating lexical entries with n > 1 boxes are straightforward).
Constraint-based automata use a rigid control mechanism that makes it possible to execute the automaton temporarily exactly like an ordinary deterministic nite state automaton. In order to explain this control principle we have to describe now the full syntactic form of states and transition. The start state, each of the nal states and each transition rule is labelled with a number m. In addition, start state and lexical transition rules are equipped with a control declaration of the form Cat 1 : n 1 ; : : : ; Cat k : n k ] where the Cat i 's denote lexical categories and the n i 's are numbers of transition rules or nal states. The last entry of the declaration may also consist of a number n k of a nal state, in which case the declaration has the form Cat 1 : n 1 ; : : : ; Cat k?1 : n k?1 ; n k ].
The naive idea of how to use this information is the following. Once the evaluation of the present (state or) transition rule is nished, the machine will check if the next input token is of category Cat 1 ; or Cat 2 , etc. If (i is the smallest number such that) the next input token is of category Cat i , then the automaton will use rule number n i for evaluating this input token. If the last entry is a plain number n k , then the automaton will switch to the nal state n k in all cases where the previous entries do not match. If the last entry of the declaration has the \conditional" form Cat k : n k , and if the next input token ts none of the categories mentioned in the control declaration, then the evaluation fails. A decision to use rule n i for the next step of the evaluation will not be modi ed later since no backtracking is used.
The real use of the information is more powerful. Given the numbers and control declarations of a constraint-based automaton A we assign to A a nite state control companion A FSC in the following way. The states of A FSC are the (numbers of) rules of A. Moreover, A FSC has a transition n C ?! m i the control declaration of rule n of A has an entry C : m. A nal entry n k in the control declaration of rule number m is translated into an empty (vacuous, silent) transition m ?! n k to the nal state n k . Given A FSC , the search for correct phrases proceeds in two steps. In the rst phase, we only use A FSC until a suitable candidate sequence of input tokens w 1 : : : ; w k has been found. In the above example, every sequence of words w 1 : : : ; w k?1 ; w k will be considered as a candidate where the dictionary has a determiner of the form w 1 , adjectives of the form w 2 ; : : : ; w k?1 , and a noun of the form w k . Once a sequence w 1 : : : ; w k with these properties has been found, A will be used in the second phase to process w 1 : : : ; w k using constraint-solving and uni cation. Procedurally, the transition rules of a constraint-based automaton A are treated like program clauses of a CLP program, see (Schulz and Miko lajewski 96) for details. It is only in this second phase where morphological conditions are checked. The advantage of the two phase recognition process is twofold. First, because of the deterministic control no backtracking mechanism is needed. Second, during the rst phase both uni cation and constraint-solving are avoided, and no renaming of transition rules is necessary. This leads to a speed-up and is one important contrast to Prolog, where each rule has to be renamed, using a new set of variables, before it may be used in a derivation.
Constraint-based automata with subautomata. In order to facilitate the design of large constraint-based automata, we introduced a new type of transition rule for calling a subautomaton. Ignoring details, one important point should be mentioned: since we did not want to abandon the deterministic nite state control principle and the two phase recognition process, the set of all subautomata of a constraint-based automaton is organized in a strictly hierarchical, non-recursive way.
Preliminary empirical evaluation
In order to support the implementation of constraint-based automata, a miniature programming language has been implemented in C. The source code contains ca. 8,000 lines. The language accepts as input Prolog-style transitions rules of the form given above, rules may call a subautomaton. Given the program for a constraintbased automaton, a built-in preprocessing step computes the nite state control companion before evaluating the given text le.
The table given below summarizes the results of a preliminary empirical evaluation where we compared the computation time for extracting all phrases of a particular form from a text of 200KByte (16; 500 words). The experiments run on a SUN Sparc 10, times are in seconds.
The six lines of the table describe independent experiments were we marked a particular set of phrases in each case. In the rst experiment, we searched for an empty category, in other words, for a simple non-existing phrase. The second line gives the results where we extracted words that belong to a nite set of lexical categories. The third line describes the time to extract all noun phrases of the simple form \det adj noun". The next experiments used constraint-based automata with subautomata, the numbers in brackets give the nesting degree. PP(1) (resp. PP(9)) stands for some automaton for recognizing prepositional phrases with one (resp. nine) level(s) of subordinate automata. NP(3) stands for an automaton for noun phrases with three levels of subordinate automata.
The rst column gives the computation time for these experiments using a grammar with constraints in ECL i PS e Prolog. One optimization has been built in already here. Instead of using a global dictionary with all the words of the text (which would lead to much worse results), each sentence is processed with a small dictionary that contains just all the words of the sentence in order to make the lexical look-up more e cient. The times in the rst (second) column include (exclude) the computation of the local dictionaries. The third and fourth column give the processing times using constraint-based automata, counting (column 3) or disregarding (column 4) the time for printing correct phrases on the screen. The last two columns compare the times of columns 1 and 3, respectively columns 2 and 4. We have introduced the concept of a constraint-based automaton. With this new notion, recognition of phrases is based on some form of computation that lies between nite state techniques and logic programming with constraints. Our aim was to create a tool for e cient recognition of phrases, supporting control of morphological agreement conditions. First evaluation results indicate that in fact a reasonable gain in e ciency could be obtained if compared with CLP implementations. In our actual work, we see various further possibilities for optimization, both on the conceptual level and on the level of the implementation. Empirically, the extraction of \short" noun phrases in German corpora shows that there are some characteristic sequences of boxes that are prominent in the sense that a large number of correct phrases comes with one of these sequences. We are con dent that it is possible to \build in" these sequences and to avoid explicit constraint solving in many cases. On the implementation side, it should be possible to reduce the internal renaming (copying) of rules|which is actually necessary during phase two|to a minimum, since in practice each rule is only used a restricted number of times (typically once, or twice) during the analysis of a candidate sequence.
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